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Newsletter Foreword

W o r d s  B y  M a k o m a  L e k a l a k a l a

( E a r t h l i f e  A f r i c a  D i r e c t o r )

Photo Credit: Earthlife Africa 
Photo: Community Meeting in Lephalale with Earthlife Africa (31 November 2021)

 

Dear Earthlife Africa Community

I would have liked to start this edition off by saying something

about winding down for the year, but how can we rest when mega-

polluters, like Shell, are allowed to impact our climate action goals,

while destroying the future of our oceans and the livelihoods of

those who depend on it. Following the incredibly disappointing

COP26, we have our work cut out for us, as the other polluters, such

as Total and Sasol to continue promoting fossil fuels. However, if the

groundswell of opposition to Shell is anything to go by, then clearly

the clock is ticking for these climate offenders. 

China may have made the decision to stop its investment in the

Musina-Makhado Special Economic Zone (MMSEZ) project, but

communities in the region remain vigilant. In a peaceful

demonstration the Mulambwane Community reminded everyone,

especially government, of the risks to water, air quality, and

biodiversity, but most of all, its impact on climate change. The

People’s Public Eco-Mapping Hearings and Intergenerational

Conversations made it is clear that projects which threaten our

natural environment or risks livelihoods or people’s heritage, are not

welcome. 

This year, we also had a chance to celebrate the wins of Earthlife

Africa partners, Elana Greyling – who won Silver and Bronze at the

2021 Eco-Logic Awards, for her eco-justice and climate change work

in Lephalale – and our friend and comrade in the anti-nuclear

movement, Vladimir Slivyak on his prestigious Right to Livelihood

award.

It was also my pleasure to be the Guest of Honour at The Green

Connection’s Legacy Programme’s graduation ceremony. It was

great to meet such a wonderful group of ‘young’ eco-defenders who

were taking their eco-justice learnings into their communities.

Finally, community activist Andile Mlambo says he feels optimistic

about the Presidential Climate Change Coordination Commission

(P4C) and its willingness to involve ordinary citizens – who do want

to participate – in the just transition to renewable energy sources.

On that positive note, I would like to wish you, your loved ones, and

colleagues a safe and happy holiday season, all the way into the

New Year! 

With Love and Respect. 
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and genuinely developmental projects that will

create decent jobs and livelihoods for

communities.

She says, “In addition to the implications for the

climate, from this project, we know far too little

about the potential negative impacts on our

precious water. From the day the project starts,

everything will be affected. The trees will no

longer grow the same and our livestock will not

live the way they used to. South Africa already

has a water shortage problem, how can we be

willing to risk even a drop? And in our already

water-scarce province, where will the MMSEZ

find the water to sustain the project? To us,

water is more than just a basic need, it is woven

into our culture. If our rivers and other water

supplies are affected, where will we perform

our rituals?”

People Against MMSEZ:
“Development  Should Not Cost Us
The Earth!”

Ea r th l i f e  Af r i ca  News

On Saturday 23 October 2021, as the world
prepared for the start of COP26, a small
community in the far north of Limpopo province
gathered at Lekkerlag Farm in Musina, to bring
much-needed awareness to the potentially
devastating impacts of the proposed Musina-
Makhado Special Economic Zone (MMSEZ)
mega-project. Approximately one hundred
members of the Mulambwane Community held
a peaceful demonstration because they believe
that the MMSEZ is a threat to their natural
environment, a risk to their livelihoods and a
huge threat to their heritage.

According to community activist VhoTshiwela
Tshihuwa, “The MMSEZ, set to be a mega-
polluting project, will also be bad news for the
intensifying climate crisis. For us, conserving
nature and our heritage sites, well known as
‘Mupo’ and ‘Zwifho’, is of utmost importance
and above everything else. Development should
never be at the expense of Zwifho (heritage),
Mupo (environment) or people’s health. We
reject the entire Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA), which did little to convince
us of the benefits or explain the costs (we
believe there will be many costs). Furthermore,
too many from our communities were not
involved and did not have their say. This leads
us to believe that we do not matter to
government nor these developers and this is
why we commit to continue raising our voices
against this development.”

Tshihuwa says the Mulambwane Community
Women hope, as the climate discussions unfold
at COP26 over the next few weeks, that
Limpopo Economic Development, Environment
and Tourism (LEDET) will review its decisions
regarding the MMSEZ. She says her community
prefers that this project be scrapped, in its
entirety, in favour of other, more sustainable, 

Photo: Mulambwane Community members on their way to 
 Lekkerlag farm in Musina in what was a peaceful
demonstration against the Musina-Makhado Special
Economic Zone (MMSEZ) (23 October 2021)

Photo Credit:  Earthlife Africa
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According to Tshihuwa, claims that the community

had agreed to the relocation of ancestral graves are

untrue. She says, “According to our people and our

cultural heritage, nothing should be touched, and

our land should not be interfered with.”

She continues, “The community of Mulambwane do

want and need development and jobs but we do

not want it through destructive projects, such as

the MMSEZ. We are the owners of this land, and we

want this land to be used in a good way so that our

communities can thrive, and our children have a

future to look forward to. Our people do not want

to work in mines any longer. We cannot allow the

lives of our youth to be cut short, as it was with

their forefathers. We are talking about jobs that will

benefit the villagers, a way that works for all of us.

We need jobs, but we do not want this project.

There are things such as agricultural projects which

are more sustainable.”

“Deforestation and removal of our bushes, to

make way for their structures, will only worsen

our air quality. Already we are in a bad

situation. There are things we used to have that

are no longer there because of damage caused

by previous projects. Projects like MMSEZ have

both reversible and irreversible effects. We need

to focus on reversing what we can, instead of

causing more irreversible damage,” commented

another community member, at the recent

People’s Eco-Mapping Hearings (held in

Makhado, last month.) 

On top of the environmental risks, there are

also concerns about what social implications

such a large project would have on the

surrounding communities. Issues around safety

of local women and children, is top of mind.

“Even before the project has started, we feel

disrespected by our government and the

company trying to push through this project.

What will happen once they are here with all

the equipment and workers? This is why we

must continue to fight for our land.”

Earthlife Africa Johannesburg’s Coal

Campaigner Thabo Sibeko, “Southern Africa is

warming at twice the global average and is

therefore considered a climate change hotspot.

It is projected that our region will become

“drastically” warmer and drier, which will have

devastating consequences, ultimately limiting

our options for adaptation. By ignoring the

climate science, by pursuing projects like the

MMSEZ, we jeopardise the #JustTransition,

putting more of our people in harm’s way and

further disadvantaging our vulnerable

communities. South Africa must cut its current

rate of emissions to keep global warming below

the new goal of 2 ̊C. By now, from what the

climate science has revealed, South Africa

already be robustly investing in renewable

energy projects, rather than piecemeal

proposals. The SA government must stop

pursuing fossil fuel projects. These will only

aggravate the rapidly deteriorating climate

situation.

Also check out this short explainer video on

how the Musina-Makhado Special Economic

Zone threatens the heart of Limpopo.
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Photo Credit:  Earthlife Africa

Photo: Mulambwane community calling for a stop to the 
 destructive  and mega polluting MMSEZ project

https://earthlife.org.za/people-against-mmsez-development-should-not-cost-us-the-earth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgBELubOEdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgBELubOEdM


project’s ecosystem impacts, and therefore be

in a better position to assess the feasibility of

proposed projects. Local communities have

noticed the change and say that many things

that were once freely available (such as mopani

worms and marula fruit) is now restricted.”

Vho Mphatheleni Makaulele, an elder who has

been working with communities, drew maps

(past, present, and future) to better describe

what people would like to do instead of the

MMSEZ, while the event facilitator David

Tshidzumba – a youth activist from the region –

helped ensure that local, indigenous voices are

clearly heard and understood.

With People’s Public Eco-Mapping
Hearings, Locals get a Chance to
Decide on MMSEZ Plans

Ea r th l i f e  Af r i ca  News

The South African government is promoting and
facilitating the development of a Special
Economic Zone (SEZ) between the towns of
Makhado and Musina in the north of Limpopo
province. The proposed activities – which will
form part of the SEZ – will have significant
impacts on water use, air quality, and climate
change. Local communities’ concerns include a
loss of biodiversity, in addition to sacred and
heritage sites, and changes to many aspects of
their lives.

Local communities in the Musina-Makhado
region of Limpopo Province joined Earthlife
Africa Johannesburg and Dzomo La Mupo (The
Voice of Nature/The Universe), with the support
of Natural Justice, to create a space for the
public to be heard. A continuation of the eco-
mapping – initiated by people in the area in May
this year – the People’s Public Eco-Mapping
Hearings and Intergenerational Conversations
aims to make space for young and old to share
their stories of life in Mulambwane and
surrounding areas.

The goal is to ensure that any plans for any
proposed projects, such as the proposed
Musina-Makhado Special Economic Zone
(MMSEZ), should be aligned with what people in
the area want, through graphic representations
of all the systems and connections at play.

According to Earthlife’s Thabo Sibeko,
“Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs)
have proven to be largely ineffective and
skewed to favour government’s economic
‘development’ plans and capitalist agendas. As
government continues to push its development
(through extractives) agenda, we see EIAs
become meaningless pieces of paper, which
neither protects people or the ecosystems they
rely on. With eco-mapping we can go even
deeper to ensure a better understanding of any 

Photo: Community feedback during the People's EIA in
Northgate Lodge in Makhado  (28 September 2021)

Photo Credit:  Earthlife Africa
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Eco-mapping is a more logical way of

understanding how the various connections within

a specific ecosystem may be affected by projects

proposed and is far more inclusive. Through this

process, residents have mapped out important

sites that are seen to be threatened by the MMSEZ.

The exercise explored past, present, and future

maps, looking back at how things were and how

they have changed and how they may still change

in the future, particularly if the MMSEZ is allowed

to go ahead.

The community was particularly concerned

about the desecration of their sacred sites

(which have personal significance – such as

traditional grave sites) and local elders in the

Musina-Makhado region call for the protection

of ancestral burial sites. They do not want

mines that will destroy their cultural

connections with the land.

One community member says, “In our

TshiVenda culture we cannot exhume graves.

We cannot uproot the trees. It is not only

people who rely on the trees. That is why we do

not want the MMSEZ. It will kill our future. We

want to live the way we used to live, according

to our traditions.”

Another adds, “The people must act. The youth

must act, with the support of the elders. The

fight must continue. We must write letters to

the leaders to make sure they know what the

people want. If the [MMSEZ] project does go

ahead, we will have even more problems with

shortages of water. The trees in our areas will

stop growing. There is real evidence of the

damage that the mining companies just can’t

fix, and the MMSEZ is going to be very thirsty.”

The hearings went on into the night, with more

invigorating discussions (with young and old)

about what they think are the best ways to

move forward, coexisting with nature and each

other, in harmony.

“Let us live in harmony with all living things.”

#StopMMSEZ

To stay up to date with our projects and
campaigns, follow Earthlife Africa
Johannesburg on Facebook and Twitter.

In our

TshiVenda

culture we

cannot exhume

graves. We

cannot uproot

the trees. It is

not only people

who rely on the

trees. That is

why we do not

want the

MMSEZ. It will

kill our future.

We want to live

the way we

used to live,

according to

our traditions.”
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CJAG Calls on Sasol – One of SA’s
Biggest GHG Emitters – Divest
from Fossil Fuels Now, Invest in
the #Justtransition

Ea r th l i f e  Af r i ca  News

On 5 November 2021, Earthlife Africa Johannesburg

joined representatives from 13 community-based

organisations to hold a peaceful demonstration

outside Sasol’s Head Office in Sandton.

Earthlife Africa’s Program Officer and coordinator

of the Climate Justice Action Group (CJAG) Ulrich

Steenkamp says, “Our aim to draw attention to the

COP26 talks currently underway, is to ensure that

our communities are also recognised in proposals

to address the climate crises, which far too often

hits the most vulnerable in our society the

hardest.”

He says, “We have chosen Sasol for our placard

demonstration, since it is one of the country’s

biggest polluters (number 2, actually) and we

believe that this multinational corporation

should be held accountable for its crimes

against all the communities. Often some of the

poorest in our society, who are affected by their

plants. As young people, we also call on Sasol to

think about our future and to divest from fossil

fuels. We hope to see this company, which is

responsible for so much destruction, to rather

choose to become part of the solution by

investing in a just transition away from fossil

fuels.”

We need stronger measures coming out of this

COP. These measures should be in line with the

Photo:   Climate Justice Action Group (CJAG) outside Sasol (Sandton) protesting against air pollution and their right to clear air

Photo Credit:  Earthlife Africa
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UNFCCC Global Day of Action’s call to action –

‘Justice won’t be handed to us by world leaders or

delivered by corporations. Only we can imagine

and build the future that works for all of us’ – and

there are several protests planned to take place at

various major polluting power utilities around the

world, especially over this period of COP26.

Earthlife Africa Johannesburg Director Makoma

Lekalakala says, “Government’s emphasis on gas

(and oil) is worrying because neither are valid

transition fuels that will reduce the country’s

carbon emissions. These fuels are also a major

threat to the environment and wellbeing of

citizens. The reality is investment in gas actually

threatens to derail South Africa’s efforts to meet

the conditions of the Paris Agreement on Climate

Change. By focusing on gas, government is

obstructing energy justice in this country by

delaying the transition to more renewable and

socially inclusive energy sources.”

Photo: Activists hold banner message with the message
'save your breath Sasol'

Photo Credit:  Earthlife Africa

We believe that

this

multinational

corporation

(Sasol) should

be held

accountable for

its crimes

against all the

communities,

often some of

the poorest in

our society, who

are affected by

their plants.

Steenkamp says this picket is a ‘prequel’ to the

massive demonstration planned for 19

November (again at the Sasol head offices),

which will coincide with the company’s AGM.

To stay up to date with our projects and
campaigns, follow Earthlife Africa
Johannesburg on Facebook and Twitter.
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Environmental Defenders
Descend on Sasol AGM in Jhb
(Sandton)

Ea r th l i f e  Af r i ca  News

On Friday 19 November, close to four-hundred

environmental defenders took to the streets to

picket outside the Sasol Head Office in Sandton,

Johannesburg, at the same time as the oil and gas

giant held its Annual General Meeting (AGM). The

picket, spearheaded by Earthlife Africa

Johannesburg, took place to urge Sasol and its

shareholders to accelerate South Africa’s

#JustTransition and move away from fossil fuels.

Earthlife’s Program Officer Ulrich Steenkamp

says, “We call on the shareholders of Sasol – one

of SA’s Biggest GHG Emitters – to do the

responsible thing and to use the power of their

vote to reject any future oil, gas, and coal plans

that may be presented to them. We urge Sasol’s

shareholders to align themselves with the

country’s Nationally Determined Contributions

(NDCs) and future energy needs. Climate

change has life-threatening impacts on the

African continent, and we need to take

#ClimateActionNow.”

According to Just Share’s Sasol’s 2021 Climate

Change Report (CCR2021), “Sasol is not

planning to decarbonise in line with climate

science, and it appears to be highly unlikely

that it can achieve a 25% emission reduction in

four years, between 2026 and 2030. Sasol has

not set short-term emission reduction targets,

nor has it committed to ensuring that its

emissions do not increase in the next four years.

Sasol has also failed to specify emission

reduction targets between 2030 and 2050.”
Photo: Nomalizo Xhoma (Programme's Manager) calling on
Sasol shaolders to vote against sasol's decarbonization 2050
plan (19 November, 2021)

Photo Credit:  Neil McCartney

Photo Credit:  Neil McCartney

Photo: The key message at Sasol's AGM  to its stakeholders
(19 November, 2021)
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Despite the urgency to reduce GHG emissions

to limit the worst impacts of the climate crisis,

Sasol’s emissions have increased in both of the

years (2020 and 2021) since it set its first

emission reduction target in 2019. As Sasol has

set no measurable emission reduction target

until 2025, can the company confirm that there

will be no further emission increases between

now and then?

Why has Sasol not set any short-term

decarbonisation milestones until 2026, other

than its plans to procure 200 MW of renewable

energy as part of its 600 MW project with Air

Liquide?

Why has Sasol not set any decarbonisation

milestones for the period between 2030 and

2050?

When will Sasol provide its shareholders with

full details of how its capital expenditure plans

will support the delivery of its decarbonisation

targets?

Sasol regards the carbon price for developing

countries used by the International Energy

Agency (IEA) in its Sustainable Development

Scenario (SDS) as “unrealistic for the current

national context”. Given how integral a

meaningful, robust carbon tax is to reducing

emissions, does Sasol intend to continue to

lobby – either directly or through industry

associations – against an effective carbon tax,

favouring what it describes as a gradual,

“tailored carbon price … for the South African

context”?

The report unpacks the issues regarding gas a

“transition” fuel and the unaddressed risks of

methane. However, more importantly, the report

also highlights key questions shareholders should

have satisfactorily answered by Sasol, before its

climate plan can be endorsed. These include:

Earlier in November, Steenkamp also joined

representatives from 13 community-based

organisations in a separate demonstration outside

Sasol’s Head Office. The Climate Justice Action

Group (CJAG) says its aim was to draw attention to 

the COP26 talks, calling for community

involvement in proposals to address the climate

crisis.

Photo Credit:  Neil McCartney

Photo:  Environmental defenders calling for an end to fossil
fuel , which includes fossil gas
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A Climate Renaissance is
Underway and Ordinary Citizens
Must be Involved

OpEd  by  And i l e

M lambo

We are experiencing a climate renaissance in my
community, Tembisa, evident by the renewed
interest — from the youth, the middle aged and
the elderly — in climate issues. In the past, the
climate conversation and discussions around
environmental justice were closed-door issues
reserved for the elite.

As we emerge from the fog, stunned by the reality

of climate change, local community-based

organisations (CBOs) from Tembisa, in

collaboration with Earthlife Africa Johannesburg,

continue to advocate to end the ecocide of our

Earth by fossil fuel emissions.

Established in 1957, Tembisa township was

completed at the same time as a 13-unit coal

power plant located at the entrance to the

township. This means that the people living in this

township have been exposed to air pollution for

more than 64 years.

“Enough is enough”, the local communities are

saying as they raise the banner of “climate justice

now” in defiance of the grim face of energy

institutions that perpetuate the misconception

that those who are not sufficiently pale-skinned

neither care about nor understand the effects of

fossil fuel emissions — on their health, food security

and their fertility.

Tembisa is a high-density area that faces myriad

climate change challenges (being in the central

plateau) that are premised by economic and

environmental injustice. Here we see people

clustered in an area that hosts one of the biggest

coal-fired power stations in the country while

facing gross environmental neglect. 

CBOs like Visually Impaired Community

Development Organisation (Vicdo) and Tembisa

Self-Organisation for the Disabled (Tshad) 
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Vicdo and 

 Tshad complain

about the lack

of trees in the

township in

addition to soil

erosion and

flooding, while

the more

affluent

surrounding

suburbs like

Birchleigh and

Edenvale are

concrete

jungles full of

trees and

sophisticated

drainage

systems.

complain about the lack of trees in the

township in addition to soil erosion and

flooding, while the more affluent surrounding

suburbs like Birchleigh and Edenvale are

concrete jungles full of trees and sophisticated

drainage systems.

https://earthlife.org.za/
https://earthlife.org.za/earth-day-month-sa-youth-picket-in-johannesburg/
https://earthlife.org.za/just-transition-climate-change-glossary/


It was therefore incredibly valuable that

environmental rights and climate justice giant

Earthlife Africa facilitated the process for

organisations to be part of the Presidential Climate

Change Coordinating Commission (P4C) dialogues,

which I attended. The P4C has become the

earpiece for President Cyril Ramaphosa (who is the

chairperson) and has allowed the community,

through its representatives, to engage openly on

dire climate issues.

The one thing that has impressed me about the

Presidential Climate Commission is how it has

prioritised the just transition to a greener, more

inclusive and equal future for all.

This means that the issues my community faces are

now front and centre, inter alia youth

unemployment, food sovereignty, women’s rights

and fair distribution of economic opportunities. An

impressive membership, the commission consists

of NGOs, CBOs, faith-based communities, trade

unions, the business sector, scientists, academics,

disability forums and government stakeholders. I

was happy to see that on this big table, all spheres

of society are represented, once again proving that

the spirit of ubuntu runs through the bloodline of

all South Africans regardless of race, creed,

demographic or economic standing. We all matter.

We are experiencing a climate renaissance in my

community, evident by the renewed interest —

from the youth, the middle aged and the elderly —

in climate issues. My community is now actively

participating in climate protests, advocacy

programmes and awareness campaigns. This was

not the case 27 years ago, and this certainly was

not the narrative of a person born in Tembisa or

Alexandra. From where we stood, the climate

conversation and discussions around

environmental justice were closed-door issues

reserved for the elite.

At this stage, however, I think it is reasonably safe

to say the P4C is effective in closing the deep

chasms that previously left my community isolated

from climate and just transition dialogues. Now we

calmly wait for the implementation of the tabled

matters and to see the realisation of total energy

reform from coal to clean energy.

Government and business must always

remember, as Copernicus discovered, that the

Earth revolves around the sun and not vice

versa. In the same vein, policies that direct

climate action and the just transition must

involve the people because without the people

the policies would be useless.

The banality of the Minister of Mineral

Resources and Energy, Gwede Mantashe, who

seems to be confused about his role at the

commission while publicly denouncing the just

transition from coal, leaves me “breathless” (I

choose to leave him out of this piece).

I close with a parting thought. “Restitutio in

integrum,” a Latin legal term means “return to

the previous condition”: locals are calling for

the restoration of a healthy, clean environment

that is free from greenhouse gases (GHGs) and

for the restoration of dignity for all humans,

regardless of gender, and race.

This story first appeared in the Daily Maverick

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/author/andile-

mlambo/

Photo Credit:  Andile Mlambo

Photo: Andile Mlambo (author)
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COP26 Did Not Deliver on Inclusion
nor Ambition in Climate Goals

Ea r th l i f e  Af r i ca  News

An under-whelming COP26 had eco-justice and

human rights activists amplifying their calls for

more inclusive reforms to address the climate

crisis, along with calls for more solid commitments

to dump fossil fuels and nuclear energy, in favor of

more renewable and climate-friendly energy

sources.

The Life After Coal campaign (comprising the

environmental justice groups groundWork and

Earthlife Africa, and public interest environmental

law group the Centre for Environmental Rights)

calls for zero fossil fuels in electricity generation by

2040 at the latest, and a zero fossil fuel economy

by 2050. Coal pollution is killing our people and

destroying their health. This is a gross

Constitutional and human rights violation that

cannot continue.

The Sky’s Limit Africa Report, The Case for a

Just Energy Transition from Fossil Fuel

Production in Africa looks at why fossil fuel

extraction does not equal development, jobs, or

energy access. The report also looks at how

fossil fuel industry plans are volatile and carry

systemic economic and climate risks for Africa

Earthlife Africa Johannesburg also joined a host

of civil society groups in a global call for a

renewable energy future. The STOP!!! Don’t
Nuke the Climate! statement unpacks 8 great

reasons to stop pursuing nuclear.  

And finally, the publication Neither Climate nor

Jobs: Nuclear Myths about the Just Transition

(from our partners the Heinrich Boell

Foundation and Dr Neil Overy) ‘revisits the

evidence to demonstrate that on any metric –

reliability, emission reductions, costs, jobs and

economic impact – nuclear is inferior to

renewables.’ Makoma Lekalakala also penned

an OpEd on the topic, based on her speech at

the launch of the report at COP26

Photo: Makoma Lekalakala and other environmental
defenders at the Global Day of Action for Climate Justice in
Glasgow (06 November, 2021)

Photo Credit:  Earthlife Africa

Photo Credit:  Earthlife Africa

Photo:  Makoma Lekalakala (right)  & Xoli Fuyani 
 Environmental Education Project Manager from Earthchild
Project (left) at COP26 in Glasgow
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https://earthlife.org.za/south-africa-must-walk-the-talk-at-cop26-there-is-life-after-coal/
https://earthlife.org.za/south-africa-must-walk-the-talk-at-cop26-there-is-life-after-coal/
https://earthlife.org.za/the-skys-limit-africa-report-the-case-for-a-just-energy-transition-from-fossil-fuel-production-in-africa/
https://earthlife.org.za/the-skys-limit-africa-report-the-case-for-a-just-energy-transition-from-fossil-fuel-production-in-africa/
https://earthlife.org.za/cop26-statement-our-shared-energy-future-is-renewable-not-radioactive/
https://earthlife.org.za/cop26-statement-our-shared-energy-future-is-renewable-not-radioactive/
https://earthlife.org.za/free-download-publication-neither-climate-nor-jobs-nuclear-myths-about-the-just-transition/
https://earthlife.org.za/free-download-publication-neither-climate-nor-jobs-nuclear-myths-about-the-just-transition/


Photo: Group picture taken after the peoples EIA on 28th Sept to 1st Oct with SOLVE, Dzomo La Mupo, Mlambuwane Community,
Natural Justice, HBS, and CER

Photo Credit: Earthlife Africa



Congratulations! Earthlife Africa
Associate Elana Greyling, Wins
Silver and Bronze with Eco-Logic
Awards

Ea r th l i f e  Af r i ca  News

In November, the Eco-logic Awards announced its

winners for 2021 and Earthlife Africa Associate,

Elana Greyling – a soft-spoken but dynamic

environmental defender – was awarded both Silver

for her work addressing climate change and

Bronze in the Eco-Warrior category.

On a mission to empower rural women, Greyling

leads by example, taking action against eco-rights

violations. As part of the Concerned Citizens of

Lephalale – a group of women passionate about

environmental protection and the development of

energy-focused skills in their community – she

works hard to ensure that women feel empowered

to speak out against issues that negatively affect

them.

“I speak on behalf of the voiceless affected by the

coal mines and coal-fired power stations here in

Lephalale and around the country, which are

harming our people. We are very concerned about

the coal industries in the region and its effects.

Coal plays a major role in the intensifying climate

crisis and the associated pollution directly affects

the future of the people here and life as we know

it,” says Greyling.

In addition to all this, Greyling also mobilises the

women in her community to make submissions on

various proposals that affect them, from speaking

out at public hearings regarding Eskom’s price

increases to placard demonstrations against the

ongoing air pollution and eco destruction. She has

also been very vocal against proposed new coal

projects, and as a result of these actions, the

proposed Thabametsi coal mine project has been

abandoned. This has been an empowering win for

the rural women in the region.

“We still have many challenges ahead. For instance,

the initial approval for Medupi’s business case

depended on Eskom’s commitment to install the

required pollution-abatement technology within 

Photo:  Elana Greyling in front of the  fourth largest coal
power plant in the world - Medupi power station (Lephalale )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=vLumjJgyegE

https://mg.co.za/environment/2020-11-26-

we-struggle-for-water-but-power-stations-

and-coal-mines-dont/

commissioning. And though there have been

down times to deal with design flaw issues, six

units at the plant have been operational for

more than a year. While Eskom is allowed to

continue to break the law regarding minimum

emissions standards (MES), surrounding

communities must live with air filled with toxic

sulphur dioxide, on top of the carbon

emissions.”

“These Eco-Logic Awards are well-deserved.

Elana is passionate about people and about the

environment, and her work with young women

means that her legacy will continue as she

develops the next generation of eco-warriors,”

says Earthlife Africa Director Makoma

Lekalakala.

For more about Elana Greyling’s efforts to

defend human and environmental rights, see

the links below:

Photo Credit: James Puttickk
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http://thegreentimes.co.za/limpopo-communities-demand-action-on-air-pollution/
https://earthlife.org.za/congratulations-earthlife-africa-consultant-elana-greyling-wins-silver-and-bronze-with-eco-logic-awards/%E2%80%A2%09https:/cer.org.za/news/celebrating-a-major-climate-victory-court-sets-aside-approval-for-thabametsi-coal-power-plant
https://www.news24.com/news24/SouthAfrica/News/medupis-killer-fumes-the-story-of-a-power-stations-missing-air-scrubbers-20200303
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLumjJgyegE
https://mg.co.za/environment/2020-11-26-we-struggle-for-water-but-power-stations-and-coal-mines-dont/
https://earthlife.org.za/spare-a-thought-for-lephalale-we-cant-deal-with-more-pollution-for-the-next-ten-years/
https://www.miningreview.com/coal/communities-suffering-from-air-pollution-demand-action/


Earthlife Africa Jhb’s Director
Makoma Lekalakala Completes
Transform Leadership Programme

Ea r th l i f e  Af r i ca  News

As we face an intensifying climate catastrophe and

with it increased human rights violations, now is

the time for forward-thinking and decisive

leadership, especially within the environmental

justice and climate action movement. It is with this

in mind that Earthlife Africa Johannesburg’s

Director Makoma Lekalakala embarked on a

unique leadership learning program, through

Design Pathways.

On 28 October 2021, Lekalakala completed the 6-

week live online social learning program, Transform

– which aims to empower and inspire mid- to 

Photo:  Makoma Lekalakala recipient of the Goldman Environmental Prize for Africa
Photo Credit: Peyton Fullford

late-career executives, directors, and managers

with skills and peer support.

Lekalakala, a dual Recipient of the 2018

Goldman Environmental Prize for Africa says, “It

has been an incredible and transformational

journey. I am a new me! All thanks to Transform.

The experience pushed me to look from within

and it challenged the boundaries that I have

created for myself. Each session helped me to

be calmer and more reflective, gain greater self-

awareness, and change the way I work. My

colleagues were telling me to slow down but

Transform has enabled me to actually do it. The

program helped me do things I couldn’t do

before. The shift was quick and radical. It is one

of the best things that has happened to me.”

For more information about our work, follow
Earthlife Africa Johannesburg on Facebook
and Twitter.
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https://earthlife.org.za/earthlife-africa-jhbs-director-makoma-lekalakala-completes-transform-leadership-programme/
https://earthlife.org.za/earthlife-africa-jhbs-director-makoma-lekalakala-completes-transform-leadership-programme/
https://designpathways.org/
https://www.facebook.com/earthlifeafricajohannesburg
https://twitter.com/Earthlife_JHB


Earthlife Africa Jhb Adds Conflict
Analysis, Peace building and
Learning Facilitation to the Team
Skillset

E a r t h l i f e  A f r i c a  N e w s

As anyone in the NGO space will tell you, working

in this sector can be both extremely challenging

while also being incredibly gratifying. This is

definitely true for environmental organisation,

Earthlife Africa Johannesburg.

It is with this in mind that the NGO’s Human

Resources and Finance Officer Sabina Taderera

embarked on a 6-month Conflict Analysis, Peace

building and Learning Facilitation training

programme (offered by ACCORD).

The 32 sessions covered various topics that include

coaching and mentoring – to develop real-life

problem-solving skills – and knowledge sharing –

where participants learnt more about the various

issues faced by the sector, as well as the grassroots

organisations working in the development arena,

in Africa.

It was interesting to train on the conflict analysis

tools and application and learning how to develop

my peacebuilding skills – through negotiation,

mediation and facilitation – which is critical in our

line of work. I look forward to developing the skills

I have learnt and share it with my team here at

Earthlife Africa. The ‘training of trainers’

knowledge will come in handy here,” she says.

She says the sessions that focused on grant

writing, proposal drafting, and monitoring and

evaluation were also very valuable. Taderera

graduated on 18 November, at ACCORD’s offices in

Durban.

For more information about our work, follow
Earthlife Africa Johannesburg on Facebook and
Twitter.

Photo: Sabina Taderera at the women's day event at
Gender Links where women leadership in the sector was (31
August, 2021)

Photo: Earthlife Africa Human Resources and Finance
Officer Sabina Taderera (31 August 2021)

Photo Credit: Earthlife Africa

Photo Credit: Earthlife Africa
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https://www.accord.org.za/
https://www.facebook.com/earthlifeafricajohannesburg
https://twitter.com/Earthlife_JHB


Congratulations on the
Prestigious Right to Livelihood
Award, Vladimir Slivyak!

E a r t h l i f e  A f r i c a  N e w s

Congratulations to our partner Vladimir Slivyak –

co-chairman and co-founder of Ecodefense, one

of Russia’s leading environmental organisations

– on his prestigious Right to Livelihood award

(an alternative Nobel Prize) … “For his defence of

the environment and for helping to ignite

grassroots opposition to the coal and nuclear

industries in Russia.”

In 2017, in the aftermath of the R1-trillion

nuclear court case win, Vladimir and Chris

Williams joined Earthlife Africa on a tour of

South Africa, sharing their experiences with the

toxic and outdated energy technology, warning

activists of its many failings (as experienced in

their respective countries). In fact, it is all

thanks to Vladimir that Earthlife was first

alerted to the unlawful intergovernmental

agreement, between SA and Russia.

Click on the link to read more about Vlad, his

work, and the award.

For more information about our work, follow
Earthlife Africa Johannesburg on Facebook
and Twitter.

Photo: Vladmir Slivyak winner of the Prestigious Right to Livelihood Award

Photo Credit: Beyondnuclear.org  
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https://rightlivelihood.org/
https://rightlivelihood.org/2021-announcement/l2/
https://www.facebook.com/earthlifeafricajohannesburg
https://twitter.com/Earthlife_JHB


 

 

Earthlife Africa is a non-profit organisation,

founded in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 1988,

that seeks a better life for all people without

exploiting other people or degrading their

environment. We want to encourage and support

individuals, businesses and industries to reduce

pollution, minimise waste and protect our natural

resources.

To donate or become a member please visit
https://earthlife.org.za/contact/#become-a-

member

Website:
https://earthlife.org.za/

 

Telephone:
 (+27) 011 339 3663

 

Email:
seccp@earthlife.org.za

 

 

Address:
87 De Korte Street

Braamfontein

Johannesburg

2000

Photo Credit: Earthlife Africa 

Photo: VhoMakhadzi with their ancestral baskets (mufaro) and drums which are used in a welcoming procession of
traditional leaders (29 September, 2021)

https://earthlife.org.za/contact/#become-a-member

